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The present invention relates to electrical 
systems, particularly to systems for produc» 
ing electrical charges, and more speci?cally 
to the production of electrical charges on dis 
crete particles of matter. From a more hm 
ited aspect, the invention aims to dissolve 
clouds and fogs, and to produce rain. 

It is generally believed that moisture par 
ticles as large as, or larger than, about 0.04. 
millimeters in diameter are too heavy to re 
main long suspended in the air, and they fall 
to the ground as rain drops, coalescing with 
other drops as they fall. Clouds and fogs 
are constituted of moisture particles sus 
pended in the atmosphere, the diameter of 
which, it is estimated, is less than about 0.04 
millimeters. These moisture particles are 
sometimes electrically charged and some 
times they are neutral. If the electrical 
charges on some particles are _of opposite 
sign to the charges on other particles, the op 
positely charged particles coalesce by mu 
tual attraction to form larger units, and the 
larger units fall to the ground as rain. Co 
alescence may also take place, from one 
cause or another, when the moisture particles 
are neutral, though more time is required to 
bring about the precipitation. _ 
When the charges of the moisture particles 

are all of the same sign, whether positive or 
negative, the particles are kept apart by re 
pulsion. A cloud or fog of this‘character 
may remain as such for an indefinite period, 
until atmospheric or other disturbances bring 

1 about a change in electrical conditions, or 
until the winds cause the cloud to move to 
other regions. 
According to the present invention, other 

small particles, like sand, clay, marble dust, 
‘ cement dust, and the like, and even ?nely di 
vided liquid particles, are charged with 
charges opposite in sign to the charges 
of the moisture particles, and are then scat 
tered into the cloud. The charge on each 
of the scattered particles may be many 
thousand times as great as the charge on 
a single moisture particle, say 30,000 or 
40,000 times as great. Each such charged 
sand or other particle will therefore cause, 
say, 80,000 or 40,000 moisture particles to 
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condense around it as a nucleus, with rapid 
consequent precipitation. Neutral clouds 
may be treated, ?rst with particles having a 
charge of one sign and then with particles 
having a charge of opposite sign, when the 
same coalescence and precipitation will be 
produced. All such arti?cially charged par 
ticles, unless otherwise stated, will for brevity, 
be hereinafter denoted by the term “sand”, 
used in a generic sense. 

Similar results may be produced in vapor 
laden atmospheres other than clouds or fogs. 
Assuming the vapor-laden atmosphere to be 
properly super-cooled, the use of charged 
particles, according to the present inven 
tion, will hasten the formation of a visible 
cloud, and then of rain. The vapor parti~ 
cles will condense around the charged sand 
particles as nuclei, the condensation being 
hastened by the charges on the particles. It 
the products of this condensation are su?i 
ciently heavy, they will fall as rain drops; 
otherwise, additional charged sand parti 
cles may be used as heretofore described, the 
charges of these additional particles being 
opposite in sign to the charges of the sand 
particles that served originally as nuclei. 
The invention is obviously not restricted 

in its use to clouds formed of water or mois 
ture particles. Dust clouds, smoke clouds, 
and the like, may be dissolved in similar 
manner. Any such formation containing 
?nely divided particles that are electrically 
chazgcd, or that may become charged by 
the use of sand particles,——using the term 
“sand” as before deiined,——may be dissipated 
or dissolved by the use of the present in 
vention. To avoid circumlocution of lan 
guage, all such formations will hereinafter 
be included when used in ‘the speci?cation 
and the claims, under the generic term 
“cloud”. 
The larger the sand particles, the larger 

Will be the maximum charge that they can 
carry. In fact, this maximum charge is pro 
portional to the square of the radius of the 
particle; Jfor, as is well-known, a charge is 
always found on the outside surface and 
never in the interior of the charged sub 
stance. Small sand particles, on the other 
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hand, can be scattered more widely into a 
cloud than large particles, thus affording a 
larger number 0 nuclei about which the 
cloud particles may condense or collect. For 
practical considerations, therefore, the parti 
cles should be large enough to carry a suili 
eiently large charge, and small enough to 
permit wide scattering. Sand particles that 
will pass through sieves of from 50 to 200 
mesh have been found to yield satisfactory 

- results. 
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The invention will now be described fur 
ther in connectiorswith accompanying draw 
ings, in which Fig. 1 is a vertical section, part1 
ly in elevation, 0 a preferred embodiment of 
the resent invention; Fig. 2 is a horizontal 
section taken on the line 2-2 of Fig. 1, look 
ing in the direction of the arrows; Fig. 3 is 
an enlarged, vertical section corresponding 
to the lower right-hand portion of Fig. 1, 
showing two sand particles in the process 
of becoming charged and one sand article 
already charged and leaving the ciargmg 
nozzle; Fig. 4 is a side elevation, partly 
in vertical section, of a modi?cation; and 
Figs. 5 and 0 are respectively a plan and an 
elevation of a further modi?cation Fig. 5 
being partly in horizontal sectionnlong the 
line 5-5 of Fig. 6, and Fig. 6 being partly 
in vertical section along the line 6-6 of 
Fig. 5, looking in the direction of the arrows. 
The most convenient method known of 

reaching the clouds in order to dissolve them 
is by using airplanes, balloons and the like, 
but the invention is obviously not restricted 
to this known method. The airplanes or 
balloons should be supplied with a suitable 
sand-charging mechanism and the charged 
sand may be scattered into a cloud through 
one or more nozzles. The invention is not 
limited to the particular mechanisms illus 
trated and described herein, as other mecha 
nisms may equally well be employed within 
the spirit and scope of the invention. The 
mechanisms described herein have been 
chosen for illustrative pur oses in order that 
the invention may more ully be described, 
as required by the statutes. 
According to the preferred embodiment 

of the invention illustrated in Fig. 1, the 
sand is caused to ?ow by eravit from hop 
pers (not shown) through rub er ‘tubes 4:, 
into a chamber 5. The flow of the sand from 
the hoppers may be controlled by suitable 
valves (not shown). From the chamber 5, 
the sand ?ows through a rubber or other in 
sulating tube 6, into the space between an 
outer, conducting, cone-shaped,charging elec 
trode 7 and a parallel inner, conducting,‘ cone 
sh'aped, inducing electrode 8. The two cones 
7_ and 8 are rigidly held together as a unit 
in nested, axially disposed relation, by a 
three-pronged, hard-rubber support 10 to 
constitute a charging nozzle. The cone 7 is 
also rigidly riveted to a ?ange 11 which is, 
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in turn, clamped to the inner race 13 of a 
ball bearing 15. The outer race 17 of the 
ball bearing 15 is rigidly clamped in the 
‘stationary insulating support 19v which is, 
in turn, clamped in the main support 20. 
The two cones 7 and 8 ma thus be revolved 
about a vertical axis by a s left 23, connected 
to a motor or some other suitable driving 
mechanism 25 through a ?exible couplin 
26. The inducing electrode 8 is in electrica 
contact with the conducting shaft 23 and 
hence in electrical contact with the metal 
chamber 5, which is connected by a wire 27 to 
a terminal 28. The charging electrode 7 is in 
electrical contact with the ?ange 11 and with ~ 
a cylinder 30 which rotates with the cone 
7. Electrical contact is made with the cyl 
inder' 30 by means of a brush 32, rcssed by 
a spring 33, and held in a brush older 34, 
WhlOh 1s rigidly clamped around a hard 
rubber or other insulatm bushing 35 by a 
ring clamp 36. The brusi’i holder 34 is con 
nected, by a wire 38 to a terminal 40. The 
terminals 28 and 40 are connected to any 
suitable source of hi 11 potential giving volt 
ages of the order of: 10,000 or 20,000 volts. 
This high potential may be produced in any 
well-known way, as by means of a static 
machine of well-known form, or by means of 
vacuum-tube reetiliers which charge a con~ 
denser by rectifying alternating current of 
high voltage produced by a generator acting 
through a step-up transformer, as described 
in a copending application, Serial No. 1890, 
?led J anuarv 12, 1025. Means are provided, 
as illustrated in said application, for revers~ 
ing the sign of the electrical potential of the 
terminals 28 and 40, so that the terminal 
28 may be made positive or negative with 
respect- to the terminal 40 at the will of the 
operator. 
The operation of the apparatus shown in 

Fig. 1 may be described as follows: Sand, 
?owing by gravity from the chamber 5, 
through the tube 0‘, encounters the top of the 
rotating support 10. The sand takes on the 
rotating motion of the terminals 7 and 8 and 
is thrown out by centrifugal force on to 
the inner surface of the charging electrode 7. 
It is preferred to rotate both electrodes 7 
and 8, thoue'h one only may be rotated, as 
in Fig. 4. decause of the combined action 
of centrifugal force and gravity, the sand 

. slides down the inner surface of the electrode 
7, always remaining ?rmly in contact with 
the electrode 7, and out. of contact with the 
electrode 8, ?nally emerging at the edge of 
the electrode 7. The sand particles, during 
their travel between the electrodes 7 and 8, 
are subjected to a strong electric ?eld caused 
by the potential dili'crence between the ter 
minals 7 and 8. The electric field is repre 
sented in Fig. 3 by lines 45. This electric 
?eld will have a tendency to separate the 
charges on the sand particles by induction 
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and if the electrodes 7 and 8 are respectively 
positively and negatively charged, as in 
dicated in Fig, 3, the induced positive charge 
on the sand particle will be on the side of 
the sand particle toward the terminal 8 and 
the negative charge induced on the sand 
particle will be on the side of the particle 
toward the terminal 7. . 

This separation of charges by induction 
on the sand particle presupposes that the 
sand particles are partial conductors of elec 
tricity. It is well-known that sand,—-_us1n_g 
the term in the restricted sense,—wh1ch is 
essentially silicon dioxide, is a very good in 
sulator and hence not a conductor. The same 
is true also of many other sand particles, 
using the term now in the generic sense. In 
sulating substances, as is well-known, can 
not easily be charged electrically except by 
friction. Under ordinary atmospheric con 
ditions, however, su?icient moisture is con 
densed on the sand particle to constitute a 
conducting layer su?icient to allow the sep 
aration of charges as described above. t 
may be stated, however, that in case the sand 
is excessively dry, arti?cial means must be 
used to moisten the sand particles. It is 
these moisture ?lms, it is believed, that take 
up the charge. 
Returning now to the description of the 

charging process, because the sand particles 
are maintained in firm contact with the elec 
trode 7 during their journey'through the 
charging nozzle, the negative charge induced 
on the sand particles will flow to the ter 
minal 7 and be neutralized, as illustrated by 
the sand particle 48 in Fig. 3. The sand 
particle, on emerging from the charging 
nozzle into a cloud, will hence be positively 
charged, as shown by particle 49 of Fig. 3. 
It is obvious that if the electrode 7 had been 
negatively charged with respect to the elec 
trode 8, the emerging sand particles would 
then be negatively charged, instead of posi 
tively charged. 

It is desirable to charge the sand particles 
with charges of one sign or the other, the 
sign being opposite to the sign of the charge 
upon the cloud particles. A charge opposite 
to the charge acquired by the sand particles 
is imparted to the frame of the airplane by 
suitable grounding, and may be dissipated in 
any well-known way, as by the ionized ex 
haust gases of the engine. 

In order to impart to the sand particles a 
maximum charge, it is necessary that the 
potential between terminals 7 and 8 be made 
as large as possible without sparking. 
A modification of the invention is shown in 

Fig. 1. The sand fed from a hopper (not 
shown), passes by gravity through a tube 60 
and falls on the rotating dish-shaped elec 
trode 61. The electrode 61 is supported on 
an insulating cylinder 62 which is screwed to 
a ?ange 63 and driven about a vertical axis by 
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some suitable means, such as a motor, through 
a shaft 64. A metallic ring 66, electrically 
connected to the metal electrode 61, is sup 
ported on the insulating cylinder 62. Elec 
trical connection is made with this ring 66 
through the brush 67, pressed by a spring 68 
against the ring 66 and connected by a wire 
69 to the terminal 40. Above the electrode 61, 
which performs the same function as the 
charging electrode 7 of Fig. 1, and hence may 
also be termed the charging electrode, is sup 
ported the inducing dish-shaped electrode 70, 
which is in electrical connection through the 
tube 60, with the metallic support 72. 
Though one only of the electrodes 61 and 7 0 
is rotated, the relation of the portions of the 
electrodes between which the sand is dis 
posed, is not thereby disturbed. The support 
72 is connected by a wire 74 to the terminal 
28. The terminals 28 and 40, as described 
in connection with Fig. 1, are connected to 
some source of high potential, so that the 
potential difference between them may be re 
versed at will. The process of charging of 
the sand, as it passes through the device 
shown in Fig. 4, is similar to the process de 
scribed above for Fig. 1. The dish-shaped 
electrodes 61 and 70 extend at an angle to the 
tube 60 less than a right angle instead of, as 
in Fig. 1, greater than a right angle. The 
sand striking the rotating electrode 61 will 
therefore be forced outward by the action of 
the centrifugal force and, during the journey 
outward, is subjected to the strong ?eld set 
up between the inducing electrode 7 0 and the 
charging electrode 71. Because of the curva 
ture of electrode 61, the sand is forced into 
contact with the electrode 61, as it is thrown 
outward by the action of centrifugal force 
and is scattered at a much wider angle than 
in Fig. 1, being caused to travel upwardly 
instead of, as in Fig. 1, downwardly. The 
sand emerges charged with the same sign as 
the charge of electrode 61. 
A further modi?cation of the invention is 

shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Sand is fed from a 
hopper (not shown) through a tube 80 which 
is rigidly held in a support 81, into a tube 82, 
which is rigidly fastened to a rotating mem 
ber 84. This rotating member is made up of 
two parallel discs 85 of hard-rubber or other 
insulating material. Metal charging elec 
trodes 86 and inducing electrodes 87 and 
hard-rubber ?llers 88 are securely fastened 
by screws between the discs 85. The lower 
disc 85 is rigidly fastened to a ?ange 89, 
which is fastened to the shaft 90. The shaft 
90 is driven by any suitable mechanism, such 
as an electric motor (not shown). The elec 
trodes 86 and 87 are thus rotated as a unit. 
The shaft 90 rotates in a bearing 91 which 
is a part of the main support 81. On the 
upper surface of the disc 85 are fastened two 
metal slip rings 92 and 93. The ring 92 is 
connected by conducting pins 95 with the 
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inducing electrodes 87. The ring 93 is con 
nected by conducting pins 97 with the charg; 
ing electrodes 86. Brushes 100 and 101 rest 
on the rings 92 and 93, respectively. These 
brushes 100 and 101 are supported in su1t~ 
able. brush holders which, in turn, are su - 
ported in the insulating holder 102. T e 
brush 100 is electrically connected, through 
its brush holder and a wire 105, to the termi 
nal 28. The brush 101 is electrically connect 
ed, through its brush holder and a wlre 106, to 
the terminal 40. The rotating member 84 is 
caused to revolve by the shaft 90 in the direc 
tion shown by the arrow 110 of Fig. 5. Sand, 
which is fed to this charging nozzle through 
the tubes 80 and 82, is charged in a manner 
exactly similar to that described with refer 
ence to Fig. 1. The sand enters the central 
portion between the discs 85 and is thrown 
outward by centrifugal force and caused to 
travel through the narrow channels or cham 
bers between the charging electrodes 86 and 
inducing electrodes 87. It is there subJected 
to the intense charging ?eld produced by the 

' source of electrical energy connected to the 
terminals 28 and 40, as before described in 
connection with Fig. 1. As the sand is forced 
outward, it is caused to contact continually 
with the charging electrodes 86 because of 
the curvature of electrodes 86 and is main 
tained out of contact with the inducing elec 
trodes 87. The necessity of this intimate 
contact of the sand particles to the charging 
electrode during the charging process has 
been fully described with reference to the 
process of charging outlined above. 
One charging electrode 86 and one induc 

ing electrode 87 are sufficient, in theoryxto 
produce the described result, but a plurality 
of pairs of such electrodes, of course, mul 
tiplies the effect produced. 
The electrodes 7 and 8 are shown substan 

tially parallel to each other, a conforming re 
lation that is maintained throughout during 
the operation of the machine. Similar con 
siderations apply to the electrodes 61 and 70 
of Fig. 4 and 86 and 87 of Figs. 5 and 6. 
This conforming relation is requisite in order 
to create an electrostatic ?eld over a relative 
ly large area or distance,‘—large enough to 
afford the particles sufficient contact to be 
come charged, as above described. It will be 
understood, therefore, that the term “con 
forming”,"as used in the claims, is not to be 
restricted to geometrical parallelism, as il 
lustrated in the drawings, but to be con 
strued broadly, in an electrical rather than a 
geometrical sense, so as to bring about the 
above-described result of creating an elec 
trostatic ?eld over the said relatively large 
area or distance.~ 

_Other modi?cations, too, will readily oc 
cur to persons skilled in the art, and are con 
sidered to lie within the spirit and scope of 
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the present invention, as de?ned in the ap 
pended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An electrical machine having, in combi 

nation, two conductors having opposed sur 
faces extending throughout a relatively large 
distance, one of the ' surfaces conforming 
substantially to the shape of the other, means 
for charging the conductors with charges of 
different sign, means for moving one of the 
conductors in the neighborhood of the other 
conductor in such fashion as to maintain the 
conforming relation of the surfaces un 
changed, and means for supplying particles 
between the conforming surfaces, whereby 
the particles will be caused to travel by con 
trifugal action in contact with the moving 
conductor and will become charged during 
their travel. 

2. An electrical machine having, in combi 
nation, two conductors having surfaces dis 
posed in parallel relation throughout a rela~ 
tively large distance, means for charging the 
conductors with charges of different sign, 
means for rotating one of the conductors 
without disturbing the parallel relation of 
the conductors, and means for supplying par 
ticles between the conductors, whereby the 
particles will be caused to travel by centrif 
ugal action in contact with the rotating con 
ductor and will become charged during their 
travel. 

3. An electrical machine having, in combi 
nation, two cone-shaped conductors nested in 
axial relation witl. a space between them, 
means for charging the conductors with 
charges of different sign, and means for ro 
tating one of the conductors, whereby par 
ticles disposed in the said space will be caused 
to travel by centrifugal action along one of 
the conductors and become charged during 
their travel. 

4:. An electrical machine having, in combi 
nation, two cone-shaped conductors nested 
in axial relation with a space between them, 
a passage to the space through which par 
ticles may be supplied to the space, the direc 
tion of extension of the space making an angle 
greater than a right angle with the passage, 
means for charging the conductors with 
charges of different sign,'and means for ro 
tating one of the conductors, whereby the 
particles will be caused to travel by centrif 
ugal actional‘ong one of the conductors in 
the said space, and become-charged during 
their travel. 

5. An electrical machine having, in com 
bination, two cone~shaped conductors nested 
in axial relation with a space between them, 
the axis of the conductors being disposed 
substantially vertical with the surfaces of 
the cones diverging outward downward. a 
vertically disposed passage communicating 
with the said space through which particles 
may fall by gravity into the space, means for 
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charging the conductors with charges of dif 
ferent sign, and means for rotating one of 
the conductors about the axis, whereby the 
particles will be caused to travel by centrif 
ugal action along one of the conductors in 
the said space and become charged during 
their travel. 

6. An electrical machine having, in com 
bination, two conductors having surfaces dis 
posed in parallel relation throughout a rela 
tively large distance, means for charging the 
conductors with charges of different sign, 
means for rotating the conductors as a unit, 
and means for supplying particles between 
the conductors. 

7. An electrical machine having, in com 
bination, two conductors, insulating members 
connecting the conductors to form a cham 
ber, means for charging the conductors with 
charges of different sign, means for rotating 
the conductors and the insulating members 
as a unit, and means for supplying particles 
in the chamber. 

8. An electrical machine having, in com 
bination, two conductors having conforming 
surfaces that are opposed to each other 
throughout a relatively large distance, means 
for charging the conductors with charges of 
opposite polarity to produce an electrostatic 
?eld between them. a sand-containing hop 
per, means for causing the sand particles to 
travel in the form of a continuous stream 
in the electrostatic ?eld between the con 
ductors, and means for rotating one of the 
conductors while maintaining the conform 
ing relation of the said opposed surfaces to 
cause the particles to contact by centrifugal 
action with the said one conductor through— 
out the said relatively large distance and 
thereby to take up the charge of the said one 
conductor. and for directing the stream‘ of 
sand particles in charged condition out of 
contact with the said one conductor. 

9. An electrical machine having, in com 
bination, two conductors having surfaces of 
revolution disposed in parallel relation, 
means for charging the conductors with 
charges of different sign, means for rotating 
the conductors about the axis of revolution, 
and means for supplying particles between 
the conductors. 

10. An electrical machine having, in com 
bination, two conductors having conforming 
surfaces that are opposed to each other 
throughout a relatively large distance. means 
for relatively hi ghlv charging the conductors 
with charges of different sign to produce a 
relatively strong electrostatic ?eld between 
the conductors throughout the relatively 
large distance, and means for moving one of 
the conductors while maintaining the con 
forming relation of said 0 posed surfaces, 
whereby particles disposed etween the con 
ductors will be caused to travel by centrifu 
gal action in contact with one of the con 

ductors throughout the said relativel large 
distance and will thereby become 0 arged 
during their travel, by intimate contact with 
the said one surface, with the charge of the 
said one surface. 

11. An electrical machine having, in com 
bination, two conductors having conforming 
surfaces that are opposed to each other 
throughout a relatively large distance, means 
for relatively highly charging the conductors 
with charges of different sign to produce a 
relatively strong electrostatic ?eld between 
the conductors throughout the relatively 
large distance, means for supplying parti 
cles of relatively very low conductivity be 
tween the conductors, the conductors being 
so disposed and the electrostatic ?eld being 
so strong that the particles would have a 
tendency to be attracted by the ?eld to and 
contact with one of the conductors, and means 
for rotating the other conductor about the 
said one conductor while maintaining the 
conforming relation of said opposed surfaces, 
whereby the particles will be caused to travel 
by centrifugal action in contact with the said 
other conductor in opposition to the attrac 
tion of the ?eld, and will be maintained in 
contact with the said other conductor 
throughout the said relatively large distance 
and will thereby become charged during their 
travel, by intimate contact with the said 
other conductor, with the charge of the said 
other conductor. 
In testimony whereof, we have hereunto 

subscribed our names this 10th day of April, 
1925. 

E. LEON CHAFFEE. 
RAYMOND O. CHAFFEE. 
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